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DETAILED ACTION
1.

This office action (None-Final office action) is in response to RCE filed on

1/28/2013 and claims 1-12 are pending in this application.

Response to Amendment
4.

In response to Applicant’s amendment/remarks that:

Yoshida does not teach several elements that are claimed. First, it does not
teach or suggest "a plurality of antennas at a base station" as claimed. ln

Yoshida, multiple antennas from various base stations transmit signals that are
received by the UE. See Col. 3, line 67 and FIG. 1 discussion signals from a
number of stations.
Examiner kindly disagrees to the Applicant’s assertion above. reference should
be made to col. 3, lines 1-13, where different pilot signals to the respective antennas is
use by the diversity transmitter in figure 1.

Second, Yoshida fails to teach or suggest that "the received signal from each
transmitting antenna has a sequence of symbols unique to that antenna and the
received signal has a weighted sequence of symbols transmitted from all of the
plurality of antennas." Specifically, Yoshida does not describe or suggest that the
received signal has a weighted sequence of symbols transmitted from all of the

plurality of antennas. This is described at least at publication paragraph 31.
Bruckert does not cure this defect.

Examiner kindly disagrees to the Applicant’s assertion above. Again, Reference
should be made to figure 1, where a separate USER Signal 10-1, 10-2---10-K is
transmitted by each of the antenna units 107-1, 107-2—--107-N in figure 1.

Finally, Yoshida's subscriber unit receives multiple pilot signals and
generates channel estimates for each channel between each antenna element at

the transceiver base station. Yoshida does not teach or suggest combining
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signals associated with the first antenna with a corresponding signal associated
with the second antenna using the preferred weights, as is recited in the pending
claims. Rather, Yoshida suggests combining pilot signals corresponding to those
transmitted from a first antenna and a second antenna to generate a combined

pilot signal. (See Cols. 5 and 6.). For this teaching, the action now relies on
Bruckert FIG. I, but Bruckert FIG. 1 does not seem to teach or suggest what is
claimed. Bruckert FIG. 1 merely shows a method for weighting signals to improve

hand-off, and does not teach or suggest the combining of pilot signals as
claimed.
Examiner agrees that Yoshida combines the plurality weighted user's data with a
respective antenna (see synthesizer 103-1, 103-2---103.N in figures 1, 5, 7 and 9)

rather than combining the weighted data of all the antennas (claimed, “---the signal
associated with a first antenna of the plurality of antennas is combined with a
corresponding signal associated with a second antenna of the plurality of antennas

using the preferred weight). However, the newly cited reference (US patent number
5,982,327 issued to Vook et al.) discloses the received and weighted signals are
combined as claimed.

As to argument with respect to Brucket, Applicant’s arguments with respect to
claims 1-12 have been considered but are moot because the art has been withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
5.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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6.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

999?)?“

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

7.

Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

Claims 1-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Yoshida et al., Yoshida hereinafter (US patent number 6,359,864, of a record) in view of
Bruckert et al., Vook et al., Vook hereinafter (US patent number 5,982,327, previously
cited by Applicant).

Yoshida teaches a user equipment (UE) (fig. 2) comprising:
circuitry configured to receive signal(s) transmitted by plurality of antennas (see plural

transmitting antennas 107-1-to-107N in figure 1) of a base station; wherein the received
signal having from each transmitting antenna a sequence of symbols unique to that
antenna (see plurality of users and separate pilot sequences assigned to each antenna)
and the received signal having a weighted sequence of symbols transmitted from all of
the plurality of antennas (see weighting coefficients generated by elements 103-1-to-

103-K); wherein the circuitry is further configured to derive a preferred weight for a
subsequent received signal based on the received signal and transmit an indication of
the preferred weight to the base station (see receiver in figure 2, claimed UE,
performing closed loop so that the transmitter will adjust the weighing for subsequent
transmission), as in claim 1.
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Yoshida combines the plurality weighted user's data with a respective antenna
(see synthesizer 103-1, 103-2---103.N in figures 1,5,7 and 9) rather than combining the
weighted data of all the antennas , i.e., the signal associated with a first antenna is
combined with a corresponding signal associated with a second antenna using the

preferred weight as in claim 1. Vook for the same endeavor as the instant application
and that of the Yoshid teaches a pilot assisted diversity receiver for weighting antenna
of the received diversity signal in a communication system communicating between the
base station and mobile station (see figure 1, 2 and 7-10), wherein the base station

shown in figures 2 and 10 combines the weighted received signals from the plurality of
antenna together.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of an ordinary skill in the art to use

the adaptive combining of the received signal of Vook in the system of Yoshida for
maximizing efficiency while simultaneously being apple to track variation in the channel
(see col. 2, lines 7-22) at the time the invention was made.

Further to claims 2-4, Yoshida teaches that:
The UE of claim 1, wherein the sequences of symbols from each antenna
and the weighted sequence of symbols are derived from a same type of sequence (see
user, pilot and antenna weighting spreaded using respective spreading sequences), as
in claim 2.
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The UE of claim 2, wherein the same type of sequence is a pseudo random
sequence (see spreaded user and pilot sequences by the respective encoder 101 - to101-K and 104-1-to-104-N in figure 1), as in claim 3.
The UE of claim 2, wherein the sequences of symbols from each antenna
are pilot symbols (see pilot signals 40-1-to-40-N), as in claim 4.

Yoshida teaches a base station (fig. 2) comprising:
a plurality of antennas that transmit signal(s), wherein each signal comprises a
sequence of symbols unique to each one of the plurality of antennas (see plural

transmitting antennas 107-1-to-107N in figure 1 and see also the plurality of users and
separate pilot sequences assigned to each antenna) and the signal has a weighted
sequence of symbols (see weighting generator 103-1-to-103-k),
wherein the antenna is configured to receive a signal indicating a preferred weight for a
subsequent transmission signal based on the preferred weight, as in claim 5.

Yoshida combines the plurality weighted user's data with a respective antenna
(see synthesizer 103-1, 103-2---103.N in figures 1,5,7 and 9) rather than combining the
weighted data of all the antennas , i.e., the signal associated with a first antenna is
combined with a corresponding signal associated with a second antenna using the

preferred weight as in claim 1. Vook for the same endeavor as the instant application
and that of the Yoshid teaches a pilot assisted diversity receiver for weighting antenna
of the received diversity signal in a communication system communicating between the
base station and mobile station (see figure 1, 2 and 7-10), wherein the base station
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shown in figures 2 and 10 combines the weighted received signals from the plurality of
antenna together.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of an ordinary skill in the art to use

the adaptive combining of the received signal of Vook in the system of Yoshida for
maximizing efficiency while simultaneously being apple to track variation in the channel
(see col. 2, lines 7-22) at the time the invention was made.

Further to claims 6-8, Yoshida teaches:
The base station of claim 5, wherein the sequences of symbols and the
weighted sequence of symbols are derived from a same type of sequence(see user,
pilot and antenna weighting spreaded using respective spreading sequences), as in

claim 6.
The base station of claim 6, wherein the same type of sequence is a pseudo
random sequence (see spreaded user and pilot sequences by the respective encoder
101- to-101-K and 104-1-to-104-N in figure 1), as in claim 7.

The base station of claim 6, wherein the sequences of symbols are pilot
symbols (see pilot signals 40-1-to-40-N), as in claim 8.

Yoshid teaches a method for deriving a preferred weight for a received signal
from a Node B based on a received signal and transmitting an indication of the
preferred weight to the base station comprising:
receiving signal(s) transmitted by plurality of antennas of a base station (see plural
transmitting antennas 107-1-to-107N in figure 1) wherein the received signal has from
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each transmitting antenna a sequence of symbols unique to that antenna (see the
plurality of users and separate pilot sequences assigned to each antenna) and the
received signal has a weighted sequence of symbols transmitted from all of the plurality
of antennas (see the plurality of users and separate pilot sequences assigned to each
antenna);
deriving a preferred weight for a subsequent received signal based on the received
signal; and
transmitting an indication of the preferred weight to the base station (see receiver in
figure 2, claimed UE, performing closed loop so that the transmitter will adjust the

weighing for subsequent transmission), as in claim 9.

Yoshida combines the plurality weighted user's data with a respective antenna
(see synthesizer 103-1, 103-2---103.N in figures 1,5,7 and 9) rather than combining the
weighted data of all the antennas , i.e., the signal associated with a first antenna is
combined with a corresponding signal associated with a second antenna using the

preferred weight as in claim 1. Vook for the same endeavor as the instant application
and that of the Yoshid teaches a pilot assisted diversity receiver for weighting antenna
of the received diversity signal in a communication system communicating between the
base station and mobile station (see figure 1, 2 and 7-10), wherein the base station

shown in figures 2 and 10 combines the weighted received signals from the plurality of
antenna together.
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of an ordinary skill in the art to use

the adaptive combining of the received signal of Vook in the system of Yoshida for
maximizing efficiency while simultaneously being apple to track variation in the channel
(see col. 2, lines 7-22) at the time the invention was made.

Further to claims 10-12, Yashida teaches:
The method of claim 9, wherein the sequences of symbols and the weighted
sequence of symbols are derived from a same type of sequence (see user, pilot and
antenna weighting spreaded using respective spreading sequences), as in claim 10.
The method of claim l0, wherein the same type of sequence is a pseudo random
sequence (see spreaded user and pilot sequences by the respective encoder 101 - to101-K and 104-1-to-104-N in figure 1), as in claim 11.
The method of claim l0, wherein the sequences of symbols are pilot
symbols (see pilot signals 40-1-to-40-N), as in claim 12.

Conclusion
8.

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. US patent number 7,072,325 and 7,450,632 issued to Sato and
Lim respectively disclose a diversity receiver for combining the weighted received signal
with respective antenna.
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9.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to TESFALDET BOCURE whose telephone number is
(571)272-3015. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Th (8:30a-6:30p).
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, WASHBURN C. DANIEL can be reached on (571) 272-5551. The fax
phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is

571-273-8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the
Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.
For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should
you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information
system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2634
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2634

